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graphy 20 titles.

This catalogue was done to help justify the historical

significance of the furnishing collections destined for use

in the restoration of Old City Park.

The literature and park files provided information of

provenance and style. After measurements and slides were

taken of each piece, the chairs and sofas were categorized

into appropriate substyles. Written descriptions were made

of each entry and similar examples located.

Organized according to substyles, the catalogue contains

data collected on each entry and is illustrated by color

slides. A brief account of the American Victorian Period

precedes the entries.

This collation emphasizes the need for further studies

on the entire collection and on the American Victorian Period.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem and Its Significance

The purpose of this study is to catalogue the chairs

and sofas of Old City Park that reflect the American Vic-

torian style and to provide a brief historical account of

the style's development.

Old City Park in Dallas, Texas is the first major

restoration of its kind in the Dallas area. Its aim is to

provide an educational as well as historical center for the

city. The restoration project began when Millermore, a

Southern Colonial house built in 1862, was moved to Old City

Park and an agreement was made between the Dallas Park De-

partment and the Dallas County Heritage Society for its

erection and restoration. The Society and the Park Depart-

ment agreed to create a heritage center in the Old City

Park that will illustrate the growth and development of

Dallas from 1841 to 1910.

The center is to be a reconstructed village and the

Old City Park site is significant since this was the loca-

tion of Dallas' first water supply, Browder Springs. The

spring was important in bringing the first railroads to the
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area in 1872, which brought industry, trade and people to

the communi ty.

The decision to catalogue the chairs and sofas of Old

City Park came from a concern that as this restoration

evolves there will be more need, to justify as historically

significant the collections of furnishings and other arti-

facts destined for use in the project. This cataloguing

will help maintain the quality of the collections, by clar-

ifying each item's importance toward reflecting the basic

aims of the restoration project.

Inasmuch as the settling of Dallas began in the 1840's,

the village restoration is to represent the area's develop-

ment from then until the 1900's. The restoration of the

houses and furnishings is basically of the American Victoran

Period. Chairs and sofas were the most popular and frequently

used pieces of furniture; therefore, those that reflect the

American Victorian Period were selected for cataloguing.

These pieces represent the styles and types of seating avail-

able to the early settlers.

Sources of Data and Procedure

The files of Old City Park were consulted for informa-

tion of dates, provenance and style. Dates were established

for each piece within its substyle dates, after research

provided the necessary breakdown of substyles. Measurements

were taken of the furniture and a color slide was made of

each piece to be included in the catalogue.
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After a survey of the literature was made and the chairs

and sofas were categorized into appropriate substyles, a

written description was made for each entry and research

begun on locating similar examples in the literature.

As historical background for the catalogue, research on

the Victorian Period in America and the substyles was done.

A brief account of this historical period appears in Chapter

II, preceding the catalogued entries. This was done to

broaden the understanding of the influences of each substyle

on the characteristic forms of the chairs and sofas.

Definition of Terms

To facilitate the understanding of the furniture de-

scriptions a vocabulary has been included. The list has

been compiled from works of the following authors: Dan

D'Imperio, Mary Durant, Thomas Ornsbee, Celia Otto and

Sherrile Whiton.

Applied Cresting--The carved piece attached to the top

rail of a chair or sofa as a crest.

Apron--The horizontal piece of wood below the chair seat,

also called a skirt.

Arcading--An ornamental use of arches in paneling or open-

work.

Arm Pad--The stuffed upholstered pad on a chair arm.

Arm Stump--The front support of a chair arm that replaces

the upward extension of a front. Sometimes called an

arm support.
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Cornucopia--An ornamentation resembling a horn of plenty.

Crest Rail--The top rail of a chair back, often shaped.

Cresting--The ornamental top member of a chair, settee, or

sofa back.

Cross Rail--A horizontal member in a chair back.

C-scroll--A scroll carved in the form of the letter C.

Cyma-Curve--A continuous curve, one-half of which is con-

cave, the other convex.

Finger-hole--A pierced opening in the cresting or top rail

of a chair back.

Finger-molded--An incised, concave and continuous molding

cut into the face of a chair or sofa frame.

Finial--A terminating ornament.

Flare--Outward spread, as with a chair seat that is wider at

the front than at the back.

Foliated--Leaf forms when used as ornament.

Gondola Chair--A late Empire Period side chair with arched

back that curves forward to join the seat rail.

Horsehair--Stiff, glossy, durable fabric that is made from

the long hairs of horses' tails.

Incised Carving--Ornamentation that is cut into the surface.

Inlay--When a surface is ornamented with insets of contrast-

ing material.

Knee--On a cabriole leg the outcurved upper portion.
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Laminated wood--Thin layers of wood glued together with a

grain of each layer at right angles to that above and

below.

Lattice--A cutout, crisscross design.

Lion-paw Foot--A foot resembling the paw of a lion.

Love Seat--A small upholstered sofa or settee under five

feet long.

Ogee--A pattern composed of two opposing cyma-curves whose

convex sides meet in a point.

Pad Foot--An oval-shaped foot used on cabriole legs.

Piercing--Any open-work carving.

Rail--A horizontal connecting member in furniture construc-

tion.

Relief Carving--A carved design that is raised by having

the background cut away.

Ring Turning--A turning of one or more narrow rings which

provides the decorative treatment.

Rococo--Elaborate ornamentation with many curves combined

with shells, rocks and other conventionalized rustic

details.

Rolled Arm--A sofa or chair arm with an outward curve or

roll.

Rosette--A decorative motif of a stylized flower set with-

in a circle, square or elipse.

Rudimentary Foot--A plain uncarved foot on a cabriole leg.

Scroll--A spiral or rolled decoration: C-shaped or S-shaped.
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Serpentine Front--A balanced wavy curve that is convex at

center and ends, and concave between, found on the front

of chairs and sofas.

Settee--A light open seat, for two, with a low back and arms.

Slip Seat--A removeable, upholstered seat.

Socket Caster--A roller with an offset tapering shank, which

fits into an inset metal socket, used on feet of

Victorian furniture.

Spindle--A thin rod, straight and tapered or shaped with

decorative turnings.

Splat-- The flat central upright in the back of a chair.

Spool-turned--A turning that is made like a length of spools

prior to cutting apart into individual units.

S-scroll--A scroll carved in the form of the letter S.

Stiles--The upright side supports of a chair back.

Stretcher--A horizontal support that braces the legs of chairs.

Top Rail--The top horizontal rail of a chair or sofa back.

Turning--A woodworking process, in which pieces of wood are

symmetrically cut or shaped while turning on a lathe.

Vase-shaped Splat--A splat with vase outline.

Vase Turning--A turning that resembles a vase with a taper

above a bulbous base.

Webbing--Jute, woven in bands about three inches wide.

Tacked in a lattice-like pattern to the foundation of

an upholstered seat of chair or sofa.

Whorl Foot--An up-curved, carved foot in a scroll motif.



CHAPTER II

BRIEF HISTORY OF AMERICAN VICTORIAN

CHAIRS AND SOFAS

Background of the Victorian Period

In the 1830's many political and technological changes

coincided with the emergence of a new middle class in Europe

and an industrial aristocracy in America. Queen Victoria

came to the throne of England in 1837, five years after the

Reform Bill had given greater power to the rich middle class,

and she ruled until 1901. The years of her reign are known

as the Victorian Period. In America, as well as in England,

mechanization of industry was advancing toward providing new

products for an increasing demand for furniture.

A new industry was being born. With the beginnings of

mass-production, large workshops became typical of American

furniture centers. These shops usually produced inexpensive

furniture that could be easily transported.2 Many inven-

tions made this change possible. For example, the circular

saw came into increasing use for making fine cuts of wood

'Comstock, Helen, American Furniture (New York, 1962),
p.275.

2 Comstock, Helen, The Concise Encyclopedia of American
Antiques (New York, 1965), p.5 4 .

8
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and for producing thin veneers in large pieces. The bandsaw

and fret-cutting machinery were perfected in the 1850's and

wood-carving by machinery was demonstrated at the Crystal

Palace Exhibition in London in 1851.3

Chairs and sofas of the Victorian Period were designed

for comfort and usefulness. More than forty types of chairs

can be identified. The style includes everything from simple

wood frame side chairs, to elaborately carved framed up-

holstered chairs. Sofas, over five feet long and love seats,

under five feet long were popular. Couches were actually

elaborate day beds. All of these pieces were partly made

by power-driven machines, then assembled and finished by

hand.

Furniture was glorified, as was its production, and the

machines turned out furniture that was supposedly good, but,

in fact, much of it was inferior to the finely crafted hand-

made pieces of earlier periods. There was a tendency to over

decorate with heavy carving, confusing the lines and the de-

sign. As mass-production designs became more popular, there

was an attempt to simplify and provide less complicated

surfaces.4 Metal and papier-mache furniture were introduced.

3
Comstock, Helen, American Furniture (New York, 1962)

p.276.

4Rush, Richard, Antiques as an Investment (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1968), p.304.
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The use of such materials for construction purposes can be

attributed to the expanding technological knowledge. Even

though the simpler lines of late Victorian furniture are

more acceptable to the contemporary aesthetic, the finest

examples of typical Victorian furniture were very large and

thoroughly decorated being partly handcrafted. This treat-

ment gave an air of permanence and solidity, and the many

revivals of previous styles provided a link to the past.

Substyles of the American Victorian Period

Styles of American Victorian furniture were strongly

dictated by Europe through pattern books and immigrant

craftsmen. Numerous international exhibitions held every

few years in the major capitals of Europe also influenced

design. Since Americans had no ancient buildings or ruins

from which to draw inspiration, it was logical that they

would look to Europe's past.5 Basically there are eight

substyles of American Victorian furniture. It is at times

impossible to distinguish the characteristics of one from

those of another since there is repeated overlapping of

these subsidiary styles.6 Often a single piece will have

5Metropolitan Museum of Art, Nineteenth Century American:
Furniture and Other Arts, Introduction by Bery B. Tracy (New
York, 1970), pp.XVI-XVII.

6 Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Victorian

Furniture (Boston, 1952), p.55.
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characteristics of more than one substyle, but this usually

occurs in cases where the substyles share characteristics.

The Restauration

The first of the substyles to appear in America is the

Restauration, a style which originated in France, in 1815,

under the patronage of the Duchess of Berry. The American

Empire Period dominated the first four decades of the Nine-

teenth Century and the Restauration was a transitional style

spanning the years 1830 to 1850.

Thomas Ornsbee calls the Restauration style in America,

Transitional Early Victorian; others call it Victorian Em-

pire. Restauration furniture continued the designs of the

American Empire Period, but with Victorian details. It was

heavy in proportions carrying details of applied carving such

as wavy moldings, medallions, and small leaf or floral motifs

which reduced the simplicity and classicism that was char-

acteristic of earlier styles.7 Much of the furniture was

still made by cabinetmakers using hand tools. There were

some pieces of simple country furniture with very simple

lines and sturdy construction.

The most distinctive chair design from this substyle

is that of the chaise gondole. It is a chair with open

wooden back and vase-shaped splat, whose uprights curved

7Comstock, Helen, The Concise Encyclopedia of American
Antiques (New York, 1965), p.55.
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forward to rest on the seat rail. These chairs were very

popular in New Orleans, where they were made in quantity

by Francois Seignouret. Another popular piece was the

Sleepy-Hollow Chair--a low-armed, low-seated, high-backed

easy chair. It acquired its name from that tale written by

Washington Irving, for whom Duncan Phyfe had made one. Some-

times it was called a Voltaire Chair.8

The settee during this time was replaced by the mrid-

ienne, a sofa or day bed which originated during the previous

Empire period and had one arm lower than the other, with the

back panel curving downward from the higher arm to the lower

arm. Sofas also appeared in another typical Empire form,

having a serpentine top rail or occasionally a straight one,

half-lyre curved ends for arms and bracket-like feet. Often

bolster cushions would accompany the sofa to be fitted

against the rolled out arms.

Chairs and sofas were usually constructed of mahogany,

rosewood and black walnut. Upholstery was of silk, plush

or horsehair. The pieces were heavily stuffed and upholstered

as a single unit with only decorative seats and backs, em-

phasizing the attempt of Victorian designers to provide com-

fort for their patrons.9 Since the majority of this furniture

8Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the Nine-
teenth Century (New York, 1965), p.98.

9Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the Nine-
teenth Century (New York, 1965), p.105.
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was very heavy, and since there was a need to move it around

in order to clean, brass casters were often placed on the

feet of chairs and sofas to provide more mobility. These

were used throughout the Victorian Period.

The Gothic Substyle

For the most part Victorian Gothic furniture followed

the same forms as the Gothic Revival in architecture. Much

of it was designed by architects to fit into the structures

they were designing. Large pieces were made for halls and

entries, but also sets of chairs, predominately the side

chairs, were made. Very few arm chairs were used, and sofas

were usually in the form of armless love seats.

Construction was of mahogany with crotch-grain veneer,

rosewood or black walnut. Decorative features ranged from

painted arched panels for chairbacks, deeply cut spiral

turnings for legs and uprights, and carved arabesques.10

Overlapping the Restauration substyle, the Gothic Revival

in furniture occurred during the years between 1840 and 1865.

The Elizabethan Substyle

Another romantic revival of the past, Elizabethan Vic-

torian furniture, is characterized by spiral-twist turnings.

Thomas Ornsbee refers to this style as spool-turned.

10 Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Victorian
Furniture (Boston, 1952), pp.17-19.
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Consistently factory-manufactured and mass-produced, the

style is simple in design and scaled for mobility.11

Chairs had light spiral columns in the backs and were

constructed of black walnut, maple, birch and other com-

mon native hardwoods. This style of furniture coincided

with the Gothic Revival although it endured on into the

1880's.12

The Louis XV Revival

Most popular of all the Victorian substyles is that of

the Louis XV Revival, a style which was reintroduced in

France under the rule of Louis Philippe from 1830 till 1848.

It reached America in the 1840's and continued to be popular

till the 1870's. The new machinery of the period provided

for a more robust construction. The furniture lacked the

sublety of the original Louis XV, but it nevertheless was

distinguished by grace and vitality.

John Henry Belter was the most prominent furniture-

maker who worked in the Louis XV Revival style. He developed

and patented a process of laminating multiple layers of ve-

neers in forms to produce curved shapes which he pierced

and carved. 13 Chairs of the Louis XV Revival style followed

11 Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to Antiques

(New York, 1970).

12 Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Victorian
Furniture (Boston, 1952), p.125.

13Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the Nine-
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the French fashion. Belter chairs had curved backs that

were carved and pierced. They were made with and without

a central upholstered medallion on the back. The front legs

were a cabriole form; the back legs were tapering and

canted.1 4

Dining chairs were usually wooden backed. The most

popular was the balloon-backed chair; an entirely Victorian

design. The back was rounded with a pronounced waistline

and low back rail completing the circular balloon shape.

These chairs had straight or cabriole front legs and taper-

ing back legs supporting an upholstered seat.

Easy chairs usually came in pairs: one for gentlemen,

and the other for ladies. These were high-backed, low-

seated and all upholstered. There were several types of

these chairs, some with open arms, others with closed arms.

They were often sold in sets with a sofa or love seat and

four to six side chairs.

The favorite woods of this style were tropical rose-

wood, mahogany and black walnut. For inexpensive furniture,

Belter used oak which he ebonized. Veneering was popular

as well as the previously mentioned process of laminating.
1 5

With improvements in metal coil springs and power looms,

14 Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the Nine-
teenth Century (New York, 1965), p.98.

15 Comstock, Helen, American Furniture (New York, 1962),
p.275.
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upholstered furniture became increasingly important. Usually

horsehair was used as the upholstery fabric, but for more

elaborate pieces brocades, velvets, plushes and occasionally

needlepoints were used.

Sofas and settees of this period followed the same

characteristic forms as the chairs. There are several basic

Louis XV Revival sofa forms. The serpentine-back enclosed-

arm sofa and the serpentine-back open-arm sofa were two.

These sofas had partially exposed carved frames with a con-

tinuous top rail curving in an unbroken line to the arms.

The front legs are usually cabrioles.

The medallion-back sofa had the same lines as the ser-

pentine-back sofa, but the back. is designed with a large

upholstered medallion. The frame is finger-molded with front

cabriole legs. Also popular were the triple-arch sofas,

triple-back sofas and the persisting mridienne.1 6

The Renaissance Revival

In America the Renaissance Revival arrived about 1860

and survived till 1875 and was based on Renaissance archi-

tectural forms. The furniture was rectangular making use

of broken pediments and prominent crestings of cartouches.

Other architectural details such as arched panels and bold

16 Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Victorian

Furniture (Boston, 1952), pp.106-116.
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cornices or scrolled brackets were used. The incised line

was popular rather than heavy ornate carving.

Chairs of the style generally had angular backs and

U-shaped seats. The front legs were usually turned posts

with tapering shapes. Backs were padded and upholstered or

open wooden backs. Brackets were used to attach backs to

the seat. Sofas and settees were adapted from the designs

of chair backs.

Renaissance Revival furniture was made of black walnut

or pine that was painted and grained. Its outlines were

stiff and heavy. Upholstery was trimmed with gimp and fringe

on elaborate puffing of open arms and seat rims.1
7

The Louis XVI Revival

From 1852 till 1870, while Napoleon III and Empress

Eugenie ruled in France, a revival of the Louis XVI style

was fostered. This style, which appears in America from

1865 till 1875, merges with the Renaissance Revival, but is

different in its squared, geometric look with heavy turned

legs and classical entablatures.

Chairs and sofas were similar to those in the previous

charcteistcs.18substyles but with Louis XVI characteristics. By this

17 Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the Nine-

teenth Century (New York, 1965), p. 1 7 4 ,1 8 2 .

1 8 Metropolitan Museum of Art, Nineteenth Century Ameri-

can: Furniture and Other Arts, Introduction by Berry B.

Tracy (New York, 1970), pp.XVI-XVII.
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time machine carving had greatly improved. Ornamentation

usually consisted of oval or round bronze, porcelain, ter-

racotta, or mother-of-pearl plaques and incised gilt lines.

Marquetry was used in a variety of richly contrasting woods.

The Eastlake Substyle

The Eastlake substyle, which takes its name from the

English architect Charles Locke Eastlake who published Hints

on Household Taste, in 1868, was a reaction against the over

ornamented preceding styles. The furniture of this style

is characterized by straight lines and rectangular structure.

The basic aesthetic formula for Eastlake furniture was

quality craftsmanship, but as it was popularized in America

from 1870 till 1880, mass-production resulted in a decline

in the quality of workmanship. The Eastlake furniture was a

relief from the past, but even it failed to strike out the

use of ornamentation completely. Incised lines in geometric

patterns were most popular.l The most important chairs

were simple side chairs and platform rockers.

Cottage Furniture

Cottage furniture which was simple and utilitarian,

was factory produced from 1850 till 1880 and filled the needs

of the masses for inexpensive, but well made furniture.

19 Comstock, Helen, The Concise Encyclopedia of American
Antiques (New York, 1965), p.57.
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Simply painted sets of furniture were made, either spool-

turned or simple Louis XV styled. Typical of the style are

small cane seated, spindle-back and bar-back side chairs. 2 0

The rocking chair seems to have been a distinctly

American invention of the latter part of the eighteenth

century. These chairs were quite popular in the Eastlake

style and in Cottage Furniture. Rockers were molded to fit

the body and their gentle motion lulled the figure to sleep.2 1

2 0 Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Victorian
Furniture (Boston, 1952) , p.27.

2 1 Shull, Thelma, Victorian Antiques (Rutland, Vermont,
1963), p. 7 .



CHAPTER III

CATALOGUE OF AMERICAN VICTORIAN CHAIRS

AND SOFAS OF OLD CITY PARK

Description of Catalogue

The following catalogue contains examples of American

Victorian chairs and sofas from the Old City Park collec-

tion in Dallas, Texas. Entries are illustrated by a slide

of each chair and sofa represented from the collection.

Preceding the slides is a corresponding list of the furni-

ture pieces giving measurements, dates, provenance when

possible, substyle and a written description of each object.

References in which examples similar to the catalogued items

have been located are also included with the appropriate

entries.

The catalogue is organized according to the substyles

of the American Victorian Period that are represented in

the collection. The substyles represented in the catalogue

are Restauration, Louis XV Revival, Renaissance Revival,

Cottage Furniture and Eastlake. A brief description of each

of these substyles is found in Chapter II.

20
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Catalogue Entries

Each entry appears on a separate page and corresponds

to a slide which is mounted in one of the plastic binders

located at the end of the chapter.
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Figure I--Gondola Chair

Measurements: Seat--16" x 16"

Back Height--31 1/2"

Probable Date: 1840--1850

Acquired From: Irving Bassett Estate, 1973

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description: Made of mahogany, this chair has a curved vase-

shaped splat back with a serpentine carved cresting. The

uprights curve upward to form the back and then curve down-

ward into the plump tapering seat, upholstered in a pink,

green and black needlepoint of patch design. While the front

legs are a simple console form, the back legs are square and

tapering.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antigues, New York, American Heritage
Press, 1970.

Miller, Edgar G., American Antique Furniture,
New York, Dover Publications, Inc., 1966.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The V king
Press, 1965.
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Figure 2--Gondola Chair

Measurements: Seat--15" x 17"

Back Height--32"

Probable Date: 1840--1850

Acquired From: Irving Bassett Estate, 1973

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description: A heart-shaped finger-hole tops the carved

cresting of this vase-shaped splat back chair. The back

stiles create an arch that curves forward into the seat rail

and downward into square tapering back legs. Simple console

front legs support a tapering serpentine front slip seat up-

holstered in a black diamond patterned fabric. The chair is

constructed of a dark finished mahogany.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, New York, American Heritage
Press, 1970.

Miller, Edgar G., American Antique Furniture,
New York, Dover Publications , Inc., 1966.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York,7The V ling
Press, 1965.
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Figure 3--Gondola Chair

Measurements: Seat--16" x 17"

Back Height--33"

Probable Date: 1840--1850

Acquired From: Unknown

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description:: The arched back of this chair curves toward

the seat rail and into the square tapering back legs. A

C-shaped finger-hole tops the carved cresting of the vase-

shaped splat back. The seat, upholstered in a pink on beige

background floral fabric, tapers backward from a serpentine

front and is supported by simple console front legs. The

chair frame is made of mahogany with a dark finish.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques., New YorkAmerican Heritage
Press, 1970.

Miller, Edgar G., American Antique Furniture,
New York, Dover Publications , Inc. , 19 66.

Otto, Celia Jackson,, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The VTking
Press, 1965.
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Figure 4--Gondola Chair

Measurements: Seat--18" x 16"

Back Height--31"

Probable Date: 1840--1850

Acquired From: Mrs. Swanie Aldredge, 1969

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description: This mahogany chair has a curved back with a

carved cresting that culminates in an oval finger-hole.

Square tapering back legs formed from the curved back stiles

and simple console front legs support a tapering serpentine

front slip seat upholstered in a beige needlepoint with a

center floral design.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, NewYork, American Heritage
Press, 1970.

Miller, Edgar G., American Antique Furniture,
New York, Dover Publications, Inc., 1966.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Viking
Press, 1965.
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Figure; 5--Gondola Chair

Measurements: Seat--18" x 16"

Back Height--31"

Probable Date: 1840--1850

Acquired From: Unknown

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description: Vase splated, the arched back of this chair

has a carved foliated cresting with a small finger-hole.

The back stiles curve forward to join the seat rail. Round

canted back legs and console front legs support a curve

backed, serpentine front slip seat upholstered in a peach

colored velvet. The chair is made of dark finished mahogany.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, NewYork, American Heritage
Press, 1970.

Miller, Edgar G., American Antique Furniture,
New York, Dover Publications, Inc., 1966.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Viking
Press, 1965.
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Figure 6--Gondola Chair

Measurements: Seat--17" x 18"

Back Height--24"

Probable Date: 1840--1850

Acquired From: Unknown

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description: The mahogany frame of this vase-splated back

chair has a dark finish. The back is arched and curves

downward to form the square tapered back legs. A heart-

shaped finger-hole tops the carved foliated cresting. Up-

holstered in a blue needlepoint with a center floral design,

the slip seat tapers back and has a serpentine front sup-

ported by console front legs.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, New York, American Heritage
Press, 1960.

Miller, Edgar G., American Antique Furniture,
New York, Dover Publications, Inc., 1966.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Viking
Press, 1965.
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Figure 7--Sleepy-Ho1low Chair

Measurements: Seat--16" x 21"

Back Height--39"

Probable Date: 1840--1850

Acquired From: Unknown

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description: Upholstered in an ogee repeat floral fabric,

this chair has a semicircular arched and concave back with

a conforming U-shape. Exposed framing has bead molding with

a floral carved cresting. Cyma-curved ends extend forward

to surmount the exposed arm supports that are extensions of

the front legs. The front seat rail, finger-molded, curves

into the front cabriole legs and ends in rudimentary feet,

while the back legs are square and canted. Ornsbee states

that a sleepy-hollow chair has a very deep seat, but this

one is shallow in a U-shape and straight across the front.

Reference: Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston~~Little, Brawn
and Company, 1952.
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Figure 8--Sofa

Measurements: Seat--72" x 25 1/2"

Back Height--35"

Probable Date: 1830-1840

Acquired From: Dallas Realtors' Wives, 1970

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description: The basic form of this sofa is a low straight

back that drops to curve into the scroll arms. Exposed wood

arm uprights are carved with fruits and flowers. Though the

front seat rail is plain, the legs are carved floral scrolls

and the feet are lion paws turned to the side. The sofa is

mahogany and fruitwood and is upholstered in a light blue

fabric. There are two bolster cushions on either end cupped

under the scroll arms.

Reference: Comstock, Helen, American Furniture, New York,
The Viking Press, 1962.
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Figure 9--Sofa

Measurements: Seat--76" x 25"

Back Height--43"

Probable Date: 1850

Acquired From: Mrs. Ann Phillips, 1972

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description: Supporting a small oval upholstered medallion,

the serpentine back of the sofa moves in an S-curve from the

rounded ends toward the center. A plain crest rail ter-

minated in a carved foliated swirl as it reaches the center

medallion from each end. Two C-scrolls facing each other

form a finger-hole on the carved cresting of the medallion.

Rolling out in scrolls, the arms come out straight from the

back with an exposed wooden arm rail. The uprights roll

downward into the seat rail and front bracket-like legs.

Carving runs along the bottom serpentine edge of the legs

and seat rail with C-scroll carving at the center. The side

rails are heavy and plain and the back legs are shaped like

the front ones, only not carved. Made from rosewood, the

sofa is upholstered as a unit in a floral tapestry.

References: None located
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Figure 10--Sofa

Measurements: Seat--82" x 27"

Back Height--35"

Probable Date: 1840--1850

Acquired From: Mrs. Horace Brown, 1970

Style: American Victorian, Restauration

Description: Large and heavy, this sofa has a symmetrical

exposed back rail of two long sinuous cyma-curves coming up

from the arms and joining at center back in a simple crest-

ing. Extending straight out from the back, the arms roll

out slightly forming half-lyre shapes that are faced with

wooden uprights. There is a plain heavy front seat rail

with one row of bead trim that conforms to the serpentine

front of the flat rectangular seat. The feet are bracket-

like and curl into a simple scroll. Upholstered in a dark

green file, the sofa frame is rosewood.

Reference: Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1962.
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Figure 11--Balloon-Back Chair

(one of a pair)

Measurements: Seat--18" x 18"

Back Height--34 1/2"

Probable Date: 1860

Acquired From: Mrs. Albert G. Hill, 1969

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: A balloon-shaped back gives this chair its

name. It has a button-tufted back and shield-shaped seat

upholstered in green satin. The exposed fruitwood frame

is simply finger-molded. Two curved brackets attach the

back to the seat. The front seat rail has an undulating

curve that extends downward into simple cabriole front legs.

The back legs are slightly concave and canted.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, New York, American Heritage
Press, 1970.

Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1952.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Vicking
Press, 1965.

Shull, Thelma, Victorian Antiques, Rutland,
Vermont, Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1963.
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Figure 12--Balloon-Back Chair

(one of a pair)

Measurements: Seats-17"' x 17"

Back Height--35 1/2"

Probable Date: 1845--1870

Acquired From: Mrs. Albert G. Hill, 1967

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: This side chair has a balloon-shaped back.

An unbroken loop that flares upward in balanced cyma-curves

is formed as the crest rail curves over the uprights that

are connected by a slender cross splat where the back is

narrowest. This splat completes the spherical shape of the

open back. The chair is finger-molded with a simple crest-

ing. Cabriole front legs that terminate in pad feet and

rear legs that are square, tapering and canted, support a

flaring seat with serpentine front, cyma-curved sides and

rose velvet upholstery. The chair frame has a fruitwood

finish.

References: Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1952.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Viking
Press, 1965.

Shull, Thelma, Victorian Antiques, Rutland
Vermont, Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1963.
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Figure 13--Gentleman's Chair

(matches Figure 14)

Measurements: Seat--25" x 22 1/2"

Back Height--44"

Probable Date: 1845--1870

Acquired From: Mrs. Mabel Trippe, 1969

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: The gentleman' s chair is usually the larger

chair of a pair, the other of which is the lady's chair.

This chair has an upholstered shield back with an exposed

finger-molded wooden frame with a single cluster of grapes

carved on the cresting. Padded scroll arms curve downward

into the front cabriole legs that are also finger-molded and

the back legs are tapering and canted. All four legs are

on brass casters and support a rectangular and flaring seat

with serpentine front. The finger-molding of the front

legs flows into the front seat rail. The seat and back are

upholstered in a pink slubbed cotton.

References: D'Imperio, Dan, The ABC's of Victorian Antiques,
New York, Dodd, Mead and Company, 1974.

Rush, Richard H., Antiques as an Investment,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-
Hall, 1968.

Shull, Thelma, Victorian Antiques, Rutland,
Vermont, Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1963.
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Figure 14--Lady's Chair

(matches Figure 13)

Measurements: Seat--24" x 23 1/2"

Back Height--42 1/2"

Probable Date: 1845--1870

Acquired From: Mrs. Mabel Trippe, 1968

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: A companion to the Gentleman's Chair, Fig. 13,

this Lady's Chair is smaller with an upholstered shield-back.

The exposed finger-molded frame has a carved cresting of two

bunches of grapes. Scroll arms, that are padded, curve

downward into the front cabriole legs and conforming seat

rail. The back legs are plain, tapered and canted. Rec-

tangular and flaring with a serpentine finger-molded rail,

the seat as well as the back are upholstered in a slubbed

pink cotton.

References: D'Imperio, Dan, The ABC's of Victorian Antiques,
New York, Dodd, Mead and Company, 1974.

Rush, Richard H., Antiques as an Investment,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-
Hall, 1968.
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Figure 15--Love Seat-

Measurements: Seat--57" x 20 1/2"

Back Height--37"

Probable Date: 1845--1870

Acquired From: Unknown

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: Called a love seat because it measures under

five feet long, this sofa has a back outlined in undulating

scrolls, carved cresting and exposed framing, all finger-

molded. Rounded on the ends, the crest rail extends to en-

close arms that have a small upholstered pad. The arms turn

inward and then flare out to the upright supports that are

cyma-curved and finger-molded. Simple cabriole legs ending

in rudimentary feet on brass casters, support a rectangular

seat with a serpentine front and conforming seat rail. The

sofa is upholstered in an ogee repeat fabric in grey-blue

on beige and has a channel button-tufted back.

References: None located
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Figure 16--Medallicn-Back Love Seat

Measurements: Seat--58" x 28"

Back Height--33"

Probable Date: 1845--1870

Acquired From: Mrs. J. B. O'Hara, 1968

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: A serpentine back with a large upholstered

medallion, oval-shaped, at center back is the dominating

feature of this sofa. The crest rail surmounts both the

medallion and the rounded ends, curving downward to enclose

the arms and also forming the frame of the medallion. The

front seat rail curves into simple cabriole legs with rudi-

mentary feet. This sofa has a very simply finger-molded

redwood frame and is upholstered in red brocade.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, New York, American Heritage
Press, 1970.

Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1952.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Viking
Press, 1965.
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Figure 17--Medallion-Back Sofa

Measurements: Seat--64" x 23"

Back Height--35 1/2"

Probable Date: 1860

Acquired From: Mrs. Richard Price and Mrs. E. Alexander,

1969

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: An arched crest rail surmounts both the oval

center medallion and rounded ends of the back of this sofa.

Coming straight out from the back, the arms roll over in a

scroll shape and are supported by exposed wood uprights,

also in a scroll shape and separated from the front legs by

a simple boss. The front legs, a simple cabriole form with

rudimentary feet, curve upward to form the front seat rail.

The entire exposed frame is finger-molded walnut. Nail-

headed across the front seat rail, the sofa is upholstered

in a beige brocade with rose and green flowers.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, New York, American Heritage
Press, 1970.

Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1952.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Viking
Press, 1965.
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Figure 18--Serpentine-Back Sofa

Measurements: Seat--57" x 18"

Back Height--31"

Probable Date: 1845--1870

Acquired From: Hoblitzelle Foundation, 1968

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: Upholstered in a beige corded fabric, this

sofa has a serpentine back that is button-tufted. The back

curves into the arms that are supported by exposed wood up-

rights, cyma-curved and separated from the cabriole legs

by a simple boss. These legs terminate in rudimentary feet,

while the back legs are round and tapering. Serpentine and

conforming to the seat, the front seat rail as well as the

rest of the exposed frame is simply finger-molded.

References: None located
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Figure 19--Triple Oval-Back Sofa

Measurements: Seat--66" x 29"

Back Height--38"

Probable Date: 1845--1870

Acquired From: Unknown

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: On this sofa, finger-molded frames separate

the seat from the back of three curvilinear upholstered

panels set in chair-back frames. The frames conform to the

oval shape of the panels and crest in carved foliated finger-

holes. Attached to each other by carved inserts, the two

end panels are vertical ovals while the center one is hori-

zontal. Padded and open, the arms are supported by finger-

molded C-shaped uprights with rounded hand grips. A multi-

serpentine curved seat rail with central carved floral motif,

is supported by simple cabriole front legs with floral bosses

and whorled feet, and plain canted back legs. Upholstered

in a beige needlepoint, each back panel has a central floral

design.

Reference: Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture,, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1952.
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Figure 20--Belter Chair

(one of a pair, matches Figure 21)

Measurements: Seat--25" x 18"

Back Height--40"

Probable Date: 1844--1863

Acquired From: Mrs. H. Grady Brown, 1975

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: Cartouche in shape, the back of this chair has

a carved and pierced back with sides that flare upward in

continuous rounded curves surmounting smaller balancing

C-shaped curves. The back rail, cresting in an elaborate

scroll-pediment form with central floral cartouche carved

in high relief, joins the back uprights with a C-shaped re-

verse curve. Shield-shaped with a slightly serpentine front,

the seat has a conforming front rail valanced with a central

floral figure. This rail is finger-molded and continues

down into slender cabriole front legs with rudimentary feet

supported by brass casters. The rear legs are plain, taper-

ing and cyma-curved, giving them ample spread and cant.

Though it is not a signed Belter piece, this chair is typical

of his style, with a laminated rosewood frame and gold bro-

cade upholstery.

References: Comstock, Helen, American Antique Furniture,

New York, The Viking Press, 1962.

Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1952.
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Rush, Richard H., Antiques as an Investment,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-
Hall, 1968.
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Figure 21--Belter Sofa

(matches Figure 20)

Measurements: Seat--66 1/2" x 31"

Back Height--46 1/2"

Probable Date: 1844--1863

Acquired From: Mrs. H. Grady Brown, 1972

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: This sofa has a triple-arched back and recessed

rounded ends. All one piece of pierced and carved laminated

rosewood, the rail of the frame has two scroll shapes flank-

ing a center cresting of a face defined by flowers with

carvings of grapes and flowers on either side. The scroll

shapes curve into a reverse C-shape and then into more simple

rounded hand grips. Scrolled bosses separate the arm sup-

ports from finger-molded cabriole front legs that have

rudimentary feet supported by brass casters. The rear legs

are plain, tapering and canted. Upholstered as a unit in

gold brocade, the sofa is a good example of the Belter style

though not a signed piece.

References: Comstock, Helen, American Furniture, New York,
The Viking Press, 1962.

Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1952.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Viking
Press, 1962.
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Figure 22--Rococo Chair

Measurements: Seat--20" x 21"

Back Height--39 1/2"

Probable Date: 1845--1870

Acquired From: Mrs. Alvin M. Owsley, 1975

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: Styled much like a Belter side chair, this

chair has a laminated wood frame, pierced and carved along

the crest rail encircling an egg-shaped upholstered back

that is supported by double C-shaped brackets. The shield-

shaped seat with slightly serpentine front has a conforming

seat rail with a central carved foliated rose motif. While

the front legs are simple finger-molded cabrioles termina-

ting in scroll feet, the back legs are cyma-curved and

canted. The back and seat are upholstered in a green and

gold brocade.

Reference: Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1952.
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Figure 23--Rococo Sofa

Measurements: Seat--72" x 34"

Back Height--42"

Probable Date: 1845--1870

Acquired From: Lillian Butler Davey, 1970

Style: American Victorian, Louis XV Revival

Description: Upholstered in a dark rose velvet, this sofa

has a triple-arched back. The two end arches are taller

than the center one and all are connected by a continuous

serpentine crest rail of laminated rosewood. This rail has

an elaborate floral carved cresting at the top of each arch.

Separated from the seat by a rosewood rail, the back is

button-tufted and upholstered as one unit with arms supported

by cyma-curved extensions of the front legs with simple

bosses. The finger-molded cabriole legs curve into the ser-

pentine seat rail, conforming to an otherwise rectangular

seat.

Reference: Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Viking
Press, 1965.
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Figure 24--Side Chair

Measurements: Seat--17" x 18"

Back Height--34"

Probable Date: 1855--1875

Acquired From: Mrs. Phillipe Badin, 1973

Style: American Victorian, Renaissance Revival

Description: The arched crest rail of this chair is in-

cised with a center leaf carving in an oval cutout. Flar-

ing uprights support the back that has a vase-shaped splat

with a cross rail incised in a curvilinear pattern. An

elliptical cane seat is supported by two ring-and-vase-

turned front legs that are canted. They are connected by

a ring-and-vase-turned front stretcher and plain turned

side and back stretchers. The entire frame is constructed

of fruitwood.

References: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, New York, American Heritage ~
Press, 1970.

Otto, Celia Jackson, American Furniture of the
Nineteenth Century, New York, The Viking
Press, 1965.
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Figure 25--Side Chair

Measurements: Seat--18" x 18"

Back Height--35"

Probable Date: 1860

Acquired From: Junior League Funds, 1971

Style: American Victorian, Renaissance Revival

Description: An arch crest rail curves into rounded ear-

like corners above the back uprights of this side chair.

The open back is arcaded in three sections attached to two

rails, the center one being topped by a double C-shape.

Upholstered in a coral fabric with gold flowers and a braid

trim, the seat is shield-shaped with a slightly serpentine

front. A scroll carving centers the contoured seat apron.

The front legs are ring-turned ending in bulb feet, while

the back legs are plain and curve slightly outward. The

chair frame is finished in a dark lacquer.

References: None located
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Figure 26--Side Chair

Measurements: Seat--21" x 17 1/2"

Back Height--37"

Probable Date: 1890

Acquired From: Mrs. Lawson Goggans, 1970

Style: American Victorian, Renaissance Revival

Description: Simple straight lines are incised on the ex-

posed cherrywood framing of this side chair. Upholstered

in red velvet the rectangular back is button-tufted. The

back rail has a pediment form cresting with a central cir-

cular medallion and this sweeps into ear-like shapes con-

necting the back to the uprights. Low curved brackets

attach the back to the seat, that is rectangular and tapers

toward the back with a slightly serpentine front and con-

forming seat rail. The front legs are ring-and-vase-turned

and the back legs are plain, rectangular and straight. All

legs are on brass casters.

References: None located
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Figure 27--Arm Chair

Measurements: Seat--22" x 25"

Back Height--40 1/2"

Probable Date: 1855--1875

Acquired From: Mrs. Lawson Goggans, 1970

Style: American Victorian, Renaissance Revival

Description: This arm chair has a rectangular button-tufted

back and is upholstered in red satin. The exposed mahogany

frame has incised carvings in simple straight lines. A

pediment form cresting with central medallion has scrolled

ear-like shapes at the attachment points of the uprights.

C-shaped brackets attach the rectangular serpentine front

seat to the padded and open arms. The front legs are ring-

and-vase-turned and terminate in brass casters, while the

back legs are square and slightly flared.

Reference: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, New York, American Heritage
Press, 1970.
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Figure 28--Side Chair

(one of a pair)

Measurements: Seat--20 1/2" x 18 1/2"

Back Height--33"

Probable Date: 1850--1880

Acquired From: Unknown

Style: American Victorian, Country

Description: Usually referred to as a bar-back side chair,

the back is open with a three inch wide top rail arched in

a flat curve with simple incised carving in a rectangular

shape on either side of a center oval. Two narrow cross

rails in a conforming shape finish the back which is sup-

ported by two canted uprights with a backward curve where

they join the seat. The pink and green upholstery is nail-

headed to the elliptical seat. The front legs are straight,

vase-and-ring--turned, canted and support the seat with two

turned stretchers on the front and plain ones on the sides

and back.

Reference: Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture , Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1952.
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Figure 29--Side Chair

Measurements: Seat--17" x 16 1/2"

Back Height--33 1/4"

Probable Date: 1880

Acquired From: Unknown

Style: American Victorian, Cottage

Description: The open back of this bar-back side chair

has a top rail three inches wide with a carved floral crest-

ing. Two lower cross rails are in a conforming shape and

span between two cyma-curved stiles that also function as

the rear legs. These uprights are attached to the oval cane

seat by two curved brackets at 45 degree angles. The front

legs are spool-turned and canted with plain ones in back.

The chair is made of fruitwood with a dark finish.

Reference: Ornsbee, Thomas, Field Guide to American Vic-
torian Furniture, Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 19.52.
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Figure 30--Bamboo-Turned Platform Rocker

Measurements: Seat--23" x 16"

Back Height--41"

Probable Date: 1880--1890

Acquired From: Royal Miller, 1968

Style: American Victorian, Eastlake

Description: Painted a dark red this unusual spring plat-

form rocking chair has bamboo-turned rails, stretchers and

uprights. Terminating the two back upright supports are

ball-shaped finials. There are four back rails, the top

one being padded and upholstered in the center. A rectangle

of tapestry is stretched between two uprights supporting

the middle two back rails. Between the bottom rail of the

back and the lower middle rail is a lattice of spool-turned

members. The arms have a horizontal top rail and a diagonal

lower rail sloping toward the front. The lower diagonal

rail attaches the arms to the rectangular seat of stretched

tapestry. The seat is supported by C-shaped rockers with

turned stretchers. These rockers rest on a reverse C-shaped

platform. Both rockers and platform are finger-molded. The

platform legs rest on brass casters.

Reference: Durant, Mary, The American Heritage Guide to
Antiques, New York, American Heritage Press,
1970.
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Figure 31--Folding Rocker

Measurements: Seat--17" x 24"

Back Height--34"

Probable Date: 1880

Acquired From: Mrs. R. Guy Carter, 1970

Style: American Victorian, Cottage

Description: Simple with classic lines, this small folding

rocker is of the type that could be transported in a wagon.

The only ornament is the turned rings of the stretcher. It

is upholstered in a scalloped patterned tapestry.

References: None located
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Figure 32--Rocking Chair

Measurements: Seat--25" x 30"

Back Height--37"

Probable Date: 1880--1890

Acquired From: Mrs. Henry Leeligson, 1970

Style: American Victorian

Description: The most important difference between this

rocker and the Victorian Boston Rocker is that this one has

a much broader top rail and a vase-splat back instead of

spindle uprights. Spindles do support the curved arms at-

taching them to the flaired and shaped seat. Canted turned

legs, with single turned stretchers joining the four legs,

rest on simple rockers. This rocker could be of the mail

order type, but unusual features like the burl maple wood

and the use of mother-of-pearl inlay in floral designs on

the back make this doubtfull.

References: None located



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This study has been done at a time when the Old City Park

Restoration is in a state of constant growth and change.

The Park now employs a full-time director and a curator.

Great strides are being made to improve and enlarge the

collections. Inasmuch as this study was begun before of-

ficial inventory files were kept, under the direction of a

curator, it was especially difficult to assemble the neces-

sary information. Although some of the entries lack prov-

enance, the study has not suffered from the incompleteness

of records.

In order to maintain the historical significance of

this restoration project further studies of this type are

recommended. Additional cataloguing of all of the furnish-

ings is needed, as well as more thorough investigation of

the origin of the furnishings. This will be more easily

accomplished now that more complete records and files are

being kept of new acquisitions.

The restoration of Old City Park would benefit from

thorough research on the life style of early Dallas. Studies

on the social structure of the area would provide a valuable

55
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insight into the type of possessions these early settlers

would have had and their uses.

A complete bibliography of all published information

on nineteenth century America would also provide the park

with more ability to accomplish important research. Re-

search on the arts, crafts and architecture of the nine-

teenth century would help clarify the types of articles

available to the settlers from the more industrialized areas

of the United States and also provide a comparison of life

styles in Texas to that of the rest of the country. This

comparison would place the development of Dallas in per-

spective with that of the more settled areas and those of

the unsettled west.

The main purpose of this study is to begin the volume

of research that will need to be done at Old City Park. It

has fulfilled that purpose in that it is the first compiling

of information on any particular aspect of the park's col-

lections, other than the study guides which are provided

for the docents.

Though there is much more research that will need to

be done as the restoration continues to grow, the Park is

at present serving as a historical monument to Dallas. It

is becoming a visual and informative reminder of the begin-

nings of what is now a large metropolitan city.
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